The Next Generation of Infant Protection

An infant security solution that evolves with the needs of your hospital.

The Evolution series was designed to evolve with the needs of your hospital.

With its modern appearance and touchscreen interface, Evolution offers a flexible, easy-to-use update to a critical piece of your security infrastructure. Easily accommodate census changes, manage security settings and tune detection zones to create custom protected exits.

- Computer enhanced, not dependent
- Automatic enrollment provides instant protection
- Tamper-proof cutband technology
- Total supervision with active transmitters reporting in every 7 to 10 seconds
- Light-weight, small and easy to clean transmitters

Your infant security solution should evolve as your hospital does. With Evolution infant protection from Secure Care Products, it can.

Contact your local certified Secure Care Products distributor today for a customized Evolution system for your hospital.

www.securecare.com
Solutions to enhance patient safety and optimize efficiency. Now and into the future.

mVision
Mobile Alerting

Customize communications on mobile devices using the mVision mobile app for information at your fingertips.

- Decide who gets notified and for what types of events
- Alert and alarm updates via email or text
- Set escalation paths to ensure no event goes unattended
- Maintain full visibility of all mobile acknowledgments in the app for reporting and traceability

ENVISIONIT
Real-Time Locating Solution

Single software platform provides access to current and historical location information for every tag in your real-time location system. Ideal for:

- **Staff & Patient Safety**: a single button press to request assistance can alert safety and response team members or security personnel.
- **Increased Overall Visibility**: know exactly who is in your facility and where they are at all times.
- **Asset Management**: keep track of valuable equipment and understand how it’s being used
- **Fully Integrated Solution**: Bring higher-level intelligence to your communications, CCTV, and/or community security with integrated location information
- **Data-driven Management**: analytics to generate reports, track performance and evaluate trends over time or support post-event reporting requirements